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&lt;p&gt;Plot&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;The events of the player&#39;s ending are determined on the fates of Me

nendez, Lynch, and Alex Mason, and whether the&#128079; Strike Force missions we

re completed.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Ten years later following the events on the Moon, Earth has been reduce

d to a crumbling,&#128079; hellish wasteland overrun by zombies. In this new wor

ld, four survivors - Samuel Stuhlinger, Abigail &quot;Misty&quot; Briarton, Marl

ton, and Russman&#128079; - have banded together to survive in Washington with t

he help of a bus driven by a robotic driver. The&#128079; four are contacted by 

both Richtofen and Maxis, who is now a digital artificial intelligence, for aid 

against the other.&#128079; Both former scientists request the four to assist th

em in powering up a tower within the area to work in&#128079; their favor. Once 

done, regardless of the path they choose, they are teleported by Richtofen to a 

crumbling skyline in&#128079; Shanghai, China. The four learn of The Flesh, a ca

nnibalistic cult that chooses to eat zombie meat, as well as&#128079; the beginn

ings of a new airborne pandemic of Element 115. Stuhlinger is threatened by Rich

tofen, who knows of his past&#128079; as a member of The Flesh, which allows onl

y him to hear Richtofen and not the others. At the site,&#128079; Maxis and Rich

tofen once again instruct the four to power up a second tower.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;The third major DLC pack is called&#128079; Vengeance. It was released 

for Xbox 360 on July 2, 2013, and for PC and PS3 on August 1. It&#128079; includ

es new zombies map Buried as well as new multiplayer maps Cove, Detour, Rush and

 a remake of the popular&#128079; map Summit from Black Ops: Uplink.[62]&lt;/p&g

t;
&lt;p&gt;In July 2014, Manuel Noriega sued Activision for lost profits from the 

use of his&#128079; likeness in the game. He also claims that his inclusion tran

slated to higher sales of Black Ops II.[84] Noriega makes&#128079; an appearance

 in the Cold War portions of the game and aids the primary antagonist. The suit 

sought compensation for&#128079; lost profits and damages for his depiction as a

 &quot;kidnapper, murderer, and enemy of the state&quot; in the game.[85] On&#12

8079; October 28, the Los Angeles court dismissed the lawsuit, ruling that Norie

ga&#39;s inclusion was protected under free speech laws.&lt;/p&gt;
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